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DRIVESHAFT SPEED
SENSOR KIT

The MicroTech EFI driveshaft speed sensor kit features an 2 piece aluminium collar with 4x magnets and hall effect sensor providing a high resolution square wave rpm signal to the ECU or dash logger.

The sensor kit is supplied with the 4x Magnet collar, hall effect sensor with 1800mm length shielded cable and 90 deg aluminium sensor mounting bracket.

Driveshaft collars are available in the following sizes to suit most popular diff yokes. *1.812"    *1.875"    *2.125"    *2.187"
NOTE: This kit is compatible with Microtech LT-16c & LT32c ECU's and 5" & 7" Pro Dash loggers manufactured from 2018 onwards (earlier model units will need to be sent in for a software update).

NOTE: The sensor will trigger from either north or south pole magnets

NOTE: The sensor contains an internal pull up resistor

May require use of
washers or spacer for

proper sensor
alignment

Mount collar to the machined
OD section of the yoke, apply
a small amount of loctite to
the screws & tighten evenly

using a 3mm allen key

Mount the sensor bracket so
the sensor is centred &

square to the reluctor wheel.
Adjust the air gap to 60"

thou (1.5mm)

INSTALLATIONECU WIRING - If wiring to ECU connect as follows

DASH WIRING - If wiring to Dash connect as follows
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Black = Signal

Black = Signal

Blue = 5v Sensor

Blue = 5v Sensor

Blue = Ground

Blue = Ground

Brown = +5v

Brown = +5v

Black = Ground
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Blue = Ground
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